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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 

To Cats - What Color  
Is Your Brain?  
For our December meeting on the 1st, I have arranged 
for Shelia Glazov to present "WHAT COLOR IS 
YOUR BRAIN?" right after our awards presentation. 
Folks, this is a very interesting conceptual topic on 
personalities traits that from personal experience I 
know works. It will help each and everyone of you 
expand your horizons of interaction with people you 
communicate on a regular basis. On know some of 
our long standing members may think they have 
heard Sheila give this lecture before, but it is a new 
and different version (for details see the flyer/article 
in this newsletter). We expect this talk will last about 
1 hour. We encourage you to bring any family mem-
bers, friends, or business associates that you are in 
contact with on a frequent basis, along with you (my 
wife/new Top Cat member will be there). I am expect-
ing a larger than normal attendance for this meeting 
so I arranged for an additional waitress and more 
tables as necessary. I am moving our January 5th Meeting start 
time up one hour to 6:30PM because I have arranged 
for the Curator from the Woodfield Rainforest Cafe to 
bring a bird or two to O'Trainia's for a demonstration 
and talk about these rare and beautiful parrot like 
birds and the effects of losing our rain forest has on 
them. Again, feel free to bring friends, relatives, and 
interested parties. The reason for the early start is 
because the birds must be returned by 8:00PM. Also, 
be aware that very cold and/or inclement weather 
MAY cancel this presentation. Our regular business 
meeting will start at 7:30PM as usual. 

In following meetings next year, I will 
arrange for business related topics to be presented by 
members and non-members, such as, but not limited 
to Financial Investments, Accounting, Heating & Air 
Conditioning, Food Services, Chiropractic Services, 
Cigars, Snovvmobiling, and many more topics I 
haven't thought of yet. 

Here's hoping the weat - will still 
allow you to. 

TIS' THE SEASON 

DECISION TIME!!!  
By Traveler 

Seems that no matter how intelligent we are, how 
experienced we are, how confident we are with our 
skills, we all seem to encounter situations where we 
make dumb decisions and suffer the consequences. 
History is full of examples. Clinton, John Belushi, 
the .person in your neighborhood who got a DWI, all 
typify this lapse in good judgement that can result in 
humility, injury, financial loss or death. Every one of 
us faces those critical points in life where the wrong 
decision can have tragic consequences. If we can 
learn something from every mistake that someone 
else has ever made, just maybe, we won't become a 
victim of sagawn poor judgement. This is a story, 
perhaps a sag of motorcycles and bad decisions. 

northeast Ohio. Dan and I entered the first flat track 
Summer, 1965, Trumbull County Fairgrounds in 

race of our life. NNe worked all night Saturday duct 
taping, safety wiring, and polishing the two old 
Harleys that we rode around the farm almost all 
year, stealing diesel fuel from Dad's tractor and cut-
ting it with a bottle of Mom's rubbing alcohol 
because we couldn't afford gasoline. 
While we'd like to think we had KR 1000s, the bikes 
were really a collage of parts from a motorcycle junk 
yard nearby. The old guy who owned it would take 
eggs and milk, pilfered from the farm, in trade for 
parts. A rabbit or a pheasant could get you a major 
engine component. Allegedly, these were 750 cc 
Harleys but their true identity was long lost in a four 
foot high pile of frames, handlebars, engine casings, 
and weeds sprawled near the John Deere section of 
the junk yard. Vst had no real idea what our bikes 
were, what size engines we had, nor how unsafe they 
were. At 18, motorcycle safety ranked somewhere 
down around getting A's in English class. 
Race day was warm and sunny and we were both 
running on adrenaline. The track was rough from a 
horse race the previous night. I remember the butter-
flies in my stomach as we lined up at the start. The 
odor of methane filled the air surrounded by a sta-
cato of exhaust noise. The green flag waived and a 
cloud of dust immediately obscured the track. 
Dan and I were last and next to last at the end of the 
first heat. This was NOT like racing in the pasture. 

Presidents message Continued on Page 5 
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Oil Spots 
By Traveler 

New Motorcycle Company?  Norton and Indian 
are apparently merging. Not sure yet what the com-
pany name will be but word is that factories will be 
located in Death Valley, CA, Tombstone, AZ, and 
Deadwood, SD. 

Old Motorcycle Company.  The Wall Street Journal 
reported recently that Indian Motorcycle Company 
has raised $6 million ,with a major commitment 
from the Cow Creek Band of the Umpqua Indian 
Tribe, to build a new factory in Myrtle Creek, OR. 
Two new models of Indian are planned in the next 
few years. The effort is receiving much assistance 
from Bob Lutz, retired Chrysler vice chairman who 
helped pull Chrysler out their financial crisis in the 
early '90s. The land where the the new factory is to 
be built is owned by, who else but, the Cow Creek 
Band. Indians built by indians? Interesting market 
strategy. 

Bigger Motorcycle Company?  Word on the street 
is that Harley is going thru "due diligence", with 
KTM. Due diligence is a step preceding an acquisi-
tion. KTM, out of Austria, builds an excellent off 
road bike and would be a good compliment to H-D's 
business. Stay tuned. 

RUBs.  What generated the term RUB, Rich Urban 
Biker? In 1965, the average income of a motorcy-
clist was $12,000. Today the average motorcyclist's 
income is $40,000. 

Cheaper Biking.  Based on the average rider's 
income of $40K, is our sport more expensive today? 
Not necessarily say analysts. Compared to income 
growth, parts, accessories and bikes are cheaper. In 
1955, it cost over three hours of wages to buy a set 
of spark plugs. Today, it costs a half hour's wages. 
A 650 cc motorcycle would cost a month and a half 
of wages in 1965. Today, it costs about the same but 
you get a much more reliable bike and it has a war-
ranty that '65 scooters didn't. In the mid '60s, tires 
lasted 5000 miles, oil was changed and valves 
adjusted every 1000 miles and engines were rebuilt 
at 10,000 miles. Fell better now? 

AMA Anniversary  1999 marks the AMA's 75th 
anniversary. Watch for some great festivities as cel-
ebration gets into full swing next year. You can 
already buy a special Diamond membership for 
$75.00 which gets you commemorative patches, 
pins, etc. Questions? Call 800 AMA-JOIN. 

S--- Happens.  Every time you think you've heard 
of every way to wreck a scooter, a new one emerges. 
Sadly, Randy Bradescu, a fellow Ohio racer, was 
killed in the unofficial, unsanctioned, informal, 

more than likely illegal, Cabo 1000 road race from 
Tijuana to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. Racing along 
the Baja's 1,067 miles of highways, Randy was 
burnin a turn when a gust of wind blew him off of 
his entry line, crashing somewhere off the road. 

High Intensity Discharge Lights?  Watch for the 
new HID (Xenon) lights on motorcycles soon. They 
appeal to MC engineers because of their low current 
and estimated 10 year life, as well as brighter light. 

BIKER CULTURE  
Bikers have words of wisdom too. 

"Whoever wrote that a dog is man's best friend, 
never owned a motorcycle." 

"What'd they use before "concrete" evidence? 
Wood?" 

"Why can't you tickle yourself?" 

"Never kick a fresh cow chip on a hot day" 

"That's about as competitive as a one man football 
team with nothin' but passin' plays." 

"There's two theories to arguin' with a woman. 
Neither works." 

"Never worry bout bitin' off more than you can 
chew Your mouth is probably bigger than ya think." 

"If you think you're a person of influence, try 
orderin' somebody else's dog around." 

"Never smack a man who's chewin' tobacco." 

"Always drink upstream of the herd." 

"Look hard at what you're about to eat. Ain't impor-
tant what it is but it's good to know what it was." 

"The best way to double your money is to fold it in 
half and stick it back in your pocket." 

"Never miss a good chance to shut up." 
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PHASE ONE 
PRINTING CORPORATION 

BARRY T. HULDEN 
PRESIDENT 
815.356.7598 
FAX: 815.356.0019 
MODEM: 815.356.0029 

54 LOU AVENUE • CRYSTAL LAKE, ILLINOIS 60014 

Rolling Meadows. IL 
S.W. Corner Golf & Algo tquin 

next to Genos's East (W 806 £25 
Open Mon -Sat 10 - 9, Sun I - 5 

Merrillville, D 
S.E. Corner 1-65 & U. 30 
just east of Southlake (219) 769 177 
Open Mon -Sat 9:30 - 9, Sun - 5 

TOP CATS - Illinois is a group of motorcycle enthusiasts with similar interests. 
Members must consist of responsible leaders, Presidents, Chairman, Owners, 
Proprietors, Kings, Queens, Partners, Principals, CEOs and other "TOP CATS" of 
large, medium and small organizations, institutions, companies and/or countries. 

THE BIKERS WHO MEAN BUSINESS. 

President 	Ric Case (Pager: 708/276-7422) 847/363-1542 

Vice President 	George "Gray Ghost" Lax 
(glax@hotmaiLcom) 

847/438-5236 

Treasurer 	Jim Irvine 
(fgh135a*prodigy.com) 

847/381-3253 

Secretary 	Wane "Tr veter" Kirkpatric 
(wRirkpal 	Waol.com) 

847/854-4137 

Founder 	Carl "Vnw" Bender (mrbffida..(ti)aoLcom) 847/3812767 
(Mobile-Phone: 847/910-0432 

Past President 	Rob "Mow Man" Mann (Rmann13@aoLcom 708/750-4644 
(Pager: 847/537-6545) 

Director 	Sandra Vernon 
vern693(iinoLcom 

847/634-6402 

Director 	Vince O'Leary' 
vincent104*aol.com 

847/438-4998 

Director 	Terry "Lizard" Kumro 847/639-4009 

Editor 	Barry "Bear" Hulden 815/356-0023 

Remember, TOP CATS meet the TOP TUESDAY of EACH month! 
web site: www.vcicar.com/topcats.html  

NEXT MEETING: DEC. 1, 1998 
Committee Top Cats 

Activities 	Brett Bacci (kiddylitter(a'aol.com) 847/459-3906 
Charity 	Sandy Vernon (vern693(i/aol.com ) 847/634-6402 
Communications 	Rob Scholl (robsaa@aolcom) 847/398-6357 
Membership 	Dona Tossing (spatek204(kaoLcom) 847/516-6457 
Meeting Programs This could be YOU! 
Products 	Jim (Hook) Tossing (spatek204@aol.com) 847/516-6457 
Public Relations 	John Eliasik 847/884-9313 
Roar Publisher 	Barry Hulden (BHulden(etaol.com ) 815/356-0023 
Safety 	Gary Wayman (Bikegar(kstarnetinc.com) 847/459-3906 
Security 	Terry "Teacup" Pollick 847/459-3906 
Volunteer 	Virgo (carlbendergaolcom) 847/459-3906 

GREAT WESTERN 

OUTFITTERS 

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 
Licensed Products 

( 	

Great Selection & Honest Prices 
Biker Boots - Chaps - Leather Jackets 
Gloves - T-Shirts - Leather Accessories 

WITH THIS COUPON 

20% Off Entire Stock 
Motorcycle Stuff 

Limit 5 items per coupon. 
Not valid with any other offer. 

Visit our shop devoted to GREAT WESTERN the  Motorcycle Enthusiast! ..gTiDAToRs 
141‘11) 
Boots - Western Wear - Hats 
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What Color is 

Your Brain?' 
TOP CATS 

December 1st Meeting Program 

What Color is Your Brain?' Sales ThinkShop' 

Presented by Sheila Glazov 

Top Cat Member, Educator, Author, Creativity Consultant & Professional Speaker 
Sheila has been featured on CNN, NBC, ABC, FOX, WGN and in the Chicago Tribune & Daily Herald 

You will learn a colorful new vocabulary and success proven SALES techniques you can implement IMMEDIATELY! 

• Qualify your customers 
• Know which part of the presentation your customers will respond to 
• Use the appropriate color brain technique to get the sale 
• Resolve conflict quickly and easily 
• Promote harmony in all areas of your professional and personal life 

Were not always selling products, we often are selling ideas to our family and friends. 
Bring your spouse or partner and eliminate holiday stress! 

"A must for any one in sales! Perfect for developing interpersonal relationship skills 
and great tools to help build a better rapport with our clients and co-workers". 

Fi Masanke, Sales Promotion Manager , Vector Marketing 

Sheila's "Family Fairy Tale" Princess Shayna's Invisible Visible Gift will also be available for autographed purchases, 
a great gift for the holidays! A portion of the book's profit is donated to Diabetes Research & Education 



With thirty minutes between heats we had time to think 
of a manly way out of this. Somehow, we decided that 
if we could take the lead, on the next heat, and stay out 
in front of all the dust, we might have a chance. It 
sounded good at the time. INt figured that the Starter 
always pointed the flag at each rider before he raised 
it up to indicate the start. If we could anticipate when 
he would point it at the last rider on the outside of the 
line, we could jump the guys at the start. 

Lining up for the second heat, we positioned our bikes 
on the far right so we would be the last riders that the 
starter would point to. When he pointed at Dan, we 
would go. Wirse case, it's a restart. 

Man, what a good idea. It worked slicker than gasoline 
on a barbeque. ANe didn't look back until turn 3 and 
then we realized that we were not as far out in front as 
we thought and we had 18 hostile riders in hot pursuit 
of 2 Ohio dirt farmers who just skunked them on the 
start. 

Too scared to let up on a throttle made out of bailing 
wire, we managed to stay up front for the entire second 
heat, finishing 8th and 9th overall in the first race of 
our lives. To us this 8th and 9th place finish became a 
confidence building victory that eventually spawned 
successful professional endeavors in the racing busi-
ness. In retrospect, as Dan would say "Ya always make 
the right decision when ya take time to think 'bout it!' 

Fast forward 30 years. Dan went on to a successful 
career in motorcycle racing, recently as the crew chief 
for the current Tony Miller Team out of Houston. As life 
long friends, I knew Dan's philosophy well, "Tighten 
everything, take time to think about it, and don't make 
any stupid decisions!' The later part of that philosophy 
served him well in life and he was known for always 
making well considered decisions. 

I* kept in close touch over the decades and I wasn't 
surprised when I got a phone call last night from Dan's 
wife in Ohio. I was devastated when she explained that 
he had a motorcycle accident. The same butterflies that 
swarmed in my stomach at the start of a race were in 
full flight again. Dan was in the hospital, in a coma, 
the victim of a collision with a cat He was an excellent 
rider with above - average experience and ability. How 
was he? How could this happen? What did the driver 
do wrong? What was he riding? Millions of questions 
swirled through my mind. I had to hear it all first hand 
from Dan. He was just too advanced a rider to have 
something like this happen. 

I called the hospital in Ohio in hopes of finding out 
something. No luck. Dan was still in a coma. It seemed 
like weeks later, but was only two days, when he came 
out of his coma and I was able to talk to him. After 
hearing what was medically wrong, I cranked up the 
courage to ask him how it happened. I wish I hadn't. I 
wasn't comfortable with the things Dan told me and I 
had a hard time accepting it. 

His explanation was a tragic description of poor judge- 
ment. Dan began with... "Brother, I made the wrong 

decision many times over on this one!' 
It seems it was Sunday morning. Dan had an argument 
with his wife and retreated to the garage where he 
opened a beer and began to ponder ways of spending 
his time and still earning money during racing's off 
season. After a few hours of worrying and too much 
beer, he decided to do what many of us might do to 
relieve stress...ride. Dan grabbed a street bike he was 
restoring for a guy and wobbled off, gaining stability as 
he gained speed. 

Three miles from home, sweeping right hand curve, 
excessive speed and cold tires caused Dan to ride left 
of center in an unrecoverable drift. Here comes traffic 
and, BAM..., there goes Dan. 

From a very experienced rider, and one with judgement 
I always admired, I pass on Dan's observations: 

Bad Decision #1:  "I rode hard after I was drinking." 
With motorcycles, you can't drink and think 
straight. 
Bad Decision #2:  "I was mad, worried and wasn't i n 
a clear state of mind to ride as fast as I did." Don't ride 
when you're stressed. It erodes your concentration. 
Bad Decision #3:  "The alcohol let me think I was 
invincible." Don't ever believe that your "perfect" 
skills will get you out of trouble. 
Bad Decision #4:  "I had never been on the 
Nighthawk before." Never ride an unfamiliar bike at 
the upper limits of safety. 
Bad Decision #5:  "My sense of speed and equilibrium 
were diminished." Never rely on the limited 
traction of cold street tires to make up for rider 
error. 
Bad Decision #6:  "I took the helmet off of the 
handlebars before I got on it, not even thinking of 
the consequences." If you won't wear a helmet on the 
street, accept the risk. 
Bad Decision #7:  "I tried to make a "Neiman Marcus" 
turn with a "Dime Store" bike. Never, ever, ride a 
street bike to race bike limits. 
The result of one bad decision after another... left leg 
broken in three places, 8 broken bones in left foot, bro-
ken jaw, broken nose, 3 broken ribs, left ear missing, 
dislocated left shoulder, concussion, gashes requiring 
stitches in chin, face, and left elbow. 

Estimated time to full recovery: Never! Estimated 
time to partial recovery: 6 months. Average time to 
think about a decision: 10 seconds. Use your 10 sec-
onds of consideration time wisely. Think about it. 
Don't make the wrong decision. 
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• New Members/Guests. Joe 
Chevalier and Joe Rabanus 
attended the meeting and submit-
ted their applications for mem-
bership. 

• Fall Charity Ride (FCR). 
Sandy Vernon thanked all who par-
ticipated in the event and presented 
Brian Shahinian and Chris Sychta, 
NISRA with a check for $6,000. 

General Membership Meeting 11/03/98  

• FCR Chair. Ric Case announced that our Fall 
Charity Rides for 1999 and 2000 will be co-chaired 
by Jim Heniff and George and Chris Lax for 1999 
and Ray and Diane Caprio and Ric Case for 2000. 

• FCR News. Ric informed us that the article on the 
FCR is to be published in the 15 November issue of 
the Tribune, Tempo Section, N.W. Cook County edi-
tion. 

• DUES. Jim Irvine reminded everyone that dues for 
1999 are payable now through next month. Anyone 
who is in arrears will have to ride behind Tiger with-
out earplugs. 

• Directory. Traveler distributed a Top Cats 
Directory and cautioned everyone not to distribute it 
or use it for commercial purposes. 

• Sturgis '99. Bard Boand reminded everyone that 
Sturgis '99 is 9 - 15 August. Reservations can be 
made as a Top Cat, at the Alex Johnson Hotel in 
Rapid City, SD (800) 888-ALEX. Ask for Nancy 
Cooper. Rooms are $150.00 single, $175.00 double 
with a five day minimum. Bard and Terry Kumro 
are departing for Sturgis early. Current plan is for 
their early group to leave from the Egg Harbor 
Restaurant in Barrington on 4 August. 

• Art of the Motorcycle. Jim Heniff updated us on 
the 7 Nov opening of this exhibit at the Field 
Museum. Jim distributed Field Museum flyers that 
offered free tickets to the event along with an annu-
al membership, for $50.00. There will be a special 
showing for new members on 15 Nov. 

• Thunder Press. Gordon Tapley handed out the 
November issue of Thunder Press to each member. 

• Door County. Jordy Glazov talked about the great 
ride he and Shelia had to Door County. Jordy plans 
on putting together a group ride to Door County 
next year. 

50/50. Barry Hulden won the $60.00 raffle.  

ITS nil MeefinnE  

Attendees included,• Ric Case Carl Bender, 
George Lax, Wayne Kirkpatrick, Jim Irvine, Terry 
Kumro, Sandy Vernon and Rob Mann. 

New Members. Joe Rabanus, Joe Chevalier, and 
Jacqueline Case were approved for membership. 

Membership Cards. New membership cards 
were discussed and discussed and discussed and 
discussed. The Board agreed to purchase 100 new 
cards with the original logo and script. Virgo will 
lead this effort. 

Memberships. The Board discussed waiving the 
membership renewal fee for selected members. 
The criteria for selection will be discussed at the 
next meeting. 

Activities  
Here's wha's liappinin': December '98 
1 December - Top Cats Meeting. 7:00 PM, 

O'Traina's, Wauconda. 
6 December - Toys for Tots Run, Chicago 

Location/Time TBD. 
9 december - Palatine HOG, Suburban H-D 
16 December - ROAR deadline 

WHAT ARE YA??? 
Hey!.. Yo!... You an active Top Cat, the kind who 

could be missed? 
Or are you just contented that your name is on 

the list? 
Do you take an active hand to help the work along? 

Or are you satisfied to simply just belong. 
Do you attend the meetings and mingle with the 

gals and guys? 
Or do you stay at home to bitch and simply criticize? 
Are you an active member or just some kind of nit 

who'll leave the work to anyone, then hang out 
with your clique? 

Think about this Top Cat, and know ye right from 
wrong; are you an active member or do you just 

"belong"? 
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 RESTAURA AN 

Real Vreoace 
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RIC GIVING US HIS "ELVIS IMPRESSION" AT THE CHARITY RIDE. 

RIDING IN 

NICER WEATHER 

BIG CROWD AT CHARITY RIDE 
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Top Cats - Illinois 
618 S. Northwest Highway, #218 
Barrington, IL 60010 
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